Development and validation of a seizure initiated drug delivery system for the treatment of epilepsy
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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

Delivery of small dosages of anti-epileptic drug (AED) directly into the brain from implantable degradable polymers has been reported to alleviate epilepsy activity in a GAERS animal model, however this system delivers a continuous dose of AED to the brain. We describe here the development of an active drug delivery system whereby AED delivery is initiated by the onset of an epileptic event and controlled by a custom hardware device. The system is comprised of an electrocorticographic (ECoG) data receiver, computational hardware, and a drug delivery component. The system initiates the release of an AED from an electrically conductive polymer when a seizure biomarker is detected above a pre-set threshold. Evaluation of the system showed that it is possible to vary the quantity of drug released linearly by varying the amount of charge injected into the drug loaded electroactive polymer. In addition it is possible to induce drug release within 10 s of injecting the charge, highlighting the responsive nature of the system. This work demonstrates a significant advance in the development of a device that combines the electronics capable of monitoring ECoG activity, detecting epileptic seizures and initiating drug delivery.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Epilepsy is a chronic neurological condition characterized by recurrent seizures. The incidence of epilepsy in most developed countries is between 50 and 100 cases per 100,000 population per year, although it is estimated that up to 5% of a population will experience non-febrile seizures at some point in life [1,2]. Patients with medically intractable epilepsy have impaired ability to work or function socially [3]. Treatment with available anti-epileptic drugs (AEDs) provides adequate control in only 33% of patients (1,2). Neurostimulation based therapies have also been shown to reduce seizure activity, with typical reductions in seizure frequency of approximately 40% acutely and up to 50–69% after several years [4]. Surgical resection of the seizure focus can be performed in the case of focal seizures, however this procedure can only be applied to specific patients depending on the location of the focus [5]. The success rate of inducing long-lasting seizure remission from epilepsy surgery ranges from 25% for patients exhibiting extrahippocampal seizures origin to 70% in appropriately selected candidates [5].

There have been several potential mechanisms proposed as the basis of drug resistance in epilepsy, but there remains a great deal of uncertainty as to the precise cause [6,7]. Importantly, the side effects of those drugs prevent large increase in the dose [8]. Alternative therapies aimed at improving the availability of AEDs such as the intracranial implantation of polymer-based drug delivery systems are being investigated [9,10]. This targeted drug delivery approach has been shown to be useful in the treatment of animal models of several neurological disorders such as Parkinson’s disease, Huntington’s disease and Alzheimer’s disease [11]. Also, Halliday et al. [10] used levetiracetam-loaded biodegradable polymer implants in the tetanus toxin model of temporal lobe epilepsy in rats; the results of this study indicated that drug-eluting poly-
imer implants represent a promising evolving treatment option for intractable epilepsy.

Any system that relies on a reservoir of drug has a finite lifetime. Passive implantable drug delivery systems based on degradable polymers that continuously release drug [8], or discrete drug reservoirs with a finite number of doses [14], have very limited device lifetime due to rapid depletion of the reservoir. An intelligent, “on-demand” system, should possess the capability to identify a seizure through a specific biomarker and subsequently trigger drug release only when necessary. Such a system would increase the device lifetime by orders of magnitude when compared with passive implants. Salma et al. [12] describes an implantable detection and delivery device and highlights the release of a range of compounds to suppress epileptic activity. The system described in this paper utilizes a stimuli responsive polymer to deliver AED as opposed to a micropump used by Salma et al. In addition their latency time of approximately 16s [12] is significantly slower than that reported here.

The schematic shown in Fig. 1 provides an illustrative concept of the system discussed in this paper. Sections 1 and 2 illustrate what occurs in patients with intractable epilepsy while sections 3 through to 6 illustrate how the system operates once implanted in patients. The system is comprised of electrodes and electronics capable of monitoring human ECoG signal and on detection of ECoG activity indicative of an epileptic seizure stimulate a conducting polymer doped with an AED. AED release is facilitated by an implantable microsystem that performs neural signal sensing and processing to detect the features of a seizure and to compute its onset, duration and intensity. The microsystem will then use these features to modulate the release of anti-epileptic drugs from the conducting polymers directly into the cortical tissue.

Polymer structures capable of triggering release in response to discrete thermal transitions [13,14], pH [15,16] or electrical stimuli [17–19] have some potential advantages in that release can be initiated in response to a change in environmental conditions or in response to an external electrical stimuli. Those based on the use of electrical stimulation have the advantage that the release profile can be tuned by the electrical stimulation parameters (current/potential magnitude and frequency) employed.

Conducting organic polymers represent a class of materials capable of responding to electrical stimulation to induce controlled release [20–22]. Release of incorporated molecules usually involves subjecting the polymer to an oxidation/reduction cycle. The efficiency of this process is determined by several factors such as

![Fig. 1. Schematic of the seizure-initiated drug delivery system showing: (1) the onset of pre-seizures; (2) progression into an epileptic seizure event; (3 and 4) surgical intervention where by an AED loaded seizure detection and delivery device is implanted; (5) the implant detects the ECoG per-seizure and subsequently delivers the encapsulated AED (depicted as green molecules) and (6) due to the delivery of the AED at a therapeutic dosage the ECoG activity return to normal. The implant shown in part 3 is a stylized impression of the device and is not intended to represent the exact configuration of the system evaluated in this paper. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](image-url)
polymer conductivity and the size of the incorporated molecule [23]. For example, anthraquinone disulphonic acid has been electrochemically released from a polypyrrole matrix [20], with the rate of release determined by the potential applied. The electrically stimulated release of the neurotrophin NT-3 from polypyrrole has also been reported [24]. The anti-inflammatory drug dexamethasone has been incorporated into polypyrrole (PPy) [18] or poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) [22] and released using electrical stimulation.

This paper outlines the work conducted to develop an active controlled delivery system for the treatment of epilepsy that has the capability to deliver AEDs only at the time of a detected seizure event. In this study, we verify the system concept with custom prototype hardware and by detecting the AED released from the PPy with an in-line UV–vis detector.

2. Materials and methods

The anti-epileptic drug fos-phenytoin (FOS) was a purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. Pyrrole was purchased from Merck (Germany) and distilled prior to being used. The chemicals used in preparation of the artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. The aCSF contained NaCl (0.866% w/v), KCl (0.224% w/v), CaCl2·2H2O; (0.0206% w/v) and MgCl2·6H2O (0.0164% w/v) in 1 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) (tablets from Sigma Aldrich), all prepared in Milli-Q water (18MΩ). UV–vis data was collected using quartz cuvettes (1.0 cm path length) obtained from Starna Pty Ltd. (Australia).

2.1. Polymer electrosynthesis and characterisation

FOS phenytoin sodium salt (referred to as FOS) was incorporated into polypyrrole (PPy) as a dopant to give a PPy:FOS polymer film. The polymer was electrosynthesised galvanostatically at a current density of 0.5 mA/cm² on gold-coated Mylar or gold coated quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) crystals from Milli-Q water containing 0.20 M pyrrole and 2.5 mM FOS. After deposition, the polymer coated electrode was rinsed thoroughly with deionised H2O. The as-polymerized polymer coated electrode was dried in air for 48 h before use.

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was carried out using a Gamry Impedance System, by subjecting coated electrodes to a 10 mV perturbation at a bias of 0 V. Cyclic voltammograms were obtained using the same three electrode electrochemical cell setup as for synthesis, using EChem Software (version 2.0.14). Redox

![Figure 2](image-url) Fig. 2. Photo of the ECoG hardware system featuring a USB interface, a Xilinx field programmable gate array (FPGA), and custom-built current and voltage stimulators. Power management circuitry is designed to supply power to the stimulators.

![Figure 3](image-url) Fig. 3. Cyclic voltammogram (a) (CV) of PPy:FOS grown under optimized conditions of 2.5 mM FOS (chemical structure shown) and 0.5 mA/cm² current density for 2 min. The CV was recorded in aCSF at room temperature at a scan rate of 50 mV/s. The dashed arrows indicate the direction of the scanned potential. The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (b) (EIS) recorded of the PPy:FOS (blue line) and gold coated Mylar (gold line). EIS was recorded at OCP in aCSF at room temperature utilizing an AC voltage of ±10 mV. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
behaviour of the PPy.FOS coatings was examined over the potential window –0.8 V to ±0.5 V at a scan rate 50 mV/s.

2.2. FOS release from PPy.FOS polymers

The FOS release profiles from the PPy.FOS polymers was first evaluated using standard electrochemical equipment (an EDAQ e-corder®) to gain an understanding of the effects of electrical stimulation on release. The stimulated release was performed in a 3 electrode cell utilizing the PPy.FOS polymer as the working electrode, a platinum mesh auxiliary electrode and a Ag/AgCl (3 M NaCl) reference electrode. Release was carried out in aCSF solution at room temperature. The release samples were analysed for FOS using UV–vis detection at 230 nm. The polymer was stimulated under passive, oxidizing and reducing conditions with each release condition being conducted in triplicate. The oxidation and reduction potentials were chosen from the cyclic voltamograms recorded from the PPy.FOS polymers.

2.3. Modified HPLC system for real time detection of FOS release

A modified HPLC system was developed to determine the amount of FOS released from the PPy.FOS polymers when stimulation was initiated using pre-recorded human ECoG data. The system consisted of a Shimadzu HPLC system with the column replaced by a Q-Sense QCM electrochemical (Echem) cell (Fig. 4) capable of housing the PPy.FOS polymer grown on the gold QCM crystal (using the optimal growth conditions described above for a total of 30 s). The QCM EChem cell is connected to either standard electrochemical equipment or the custom ECoG hardware system. The ECoG hardware system is comprised of an Opal Kelly XEM3001 FPGA board comprised of a Xilinx Spartan 3 FPGA (Fig. 2). Xilinx ISE design software was used in the design and programming of the FPGA. Power management circuitry, voltage stimulator circuits and current stimulator circuits were designed with commercial off the shelf components and assembled on a custom printed circuit board. The USB data-streaming interface was programmed in MATLAB in conjunction with Opal Kelly software.

In order to quantify the amount of FOS released during electrical and ECoG stimulation a FOS calibration curve was established. The calibration curve was constructed using UV–vis data gathered from a series of injections of FOS at various concentrations. The FOS injections were performed using the HPLC manual injection system without the use of the HPLC column as no column is used in the stimulated release experiments. The area under the UV–vis detection peak was plotted against the FOS concentration to obtain the calibration curve.

The system shown in Fig. 4 was validated using standard electrochemical equipment (EDAQ e-corder® potentiostat). In order to correlate stimulation conditions and subsequent drug release validation was performed using applied voltages. Drug release from PPy films is very well understood when voltages are used to stimulate release as demonstrated by the large number of publications detailing controlled release [24–25,26] Validation involved confirming that it was possible to apply a stimulating voltage to the PPy.FOS coated QCM crystal electrode and that the released drug could be detected in the UV–vis detector. In addition, the delay time (represented by the time it takes for the drug to flow from A to B in Fig. 4) was calculated at a range of aCSF flow rates. This delay time is critical as it provides the ability to calculate the time it takes for the drug to be released (at detectable amounts) after initiation of the electrical stimulation (termed “latency”) using Eq. (1).

\[
\text{latency} = \text{t}_{\text{total}} - \text{t}_{\text{delay}}
\]  

(1)

Where \(\text{t}_{\text{total}}\) is the time between initiation of stimulation and the time of initial UV–vis detection, whilst \(\text{t}_{\text{delay}}\) is the time it takes for the aCSF containing the drug to travel from the QCM EChem cell (A – Fig. 4) to the UV–vis detector (B – Fig. 4). Initial UV–vis detection is taken to be when the UV–vis signal increases in excess of 5% above the baseline value. The UV–vis detector was set at 230 nm.
The value of $t_{\text{delay}}$ was determined using a solution of toluidine blue (TB) as the mobile phase and measuring (visually) the time taken ($t_1$) for the TB solution to flow from the HPLC pump to the outlet of the QCM EChem cell. Using the same flow rate, the time ($t_2$) it takes for the TB solution to flow from the HPLC pump through the QCM EChem cell and to the UV–vis detector (UV–vis detector was set the wavelength of TB adsorption, namely 630 nm) was measured. Using Eq. (2) along with $t_1$ and $t_2$ values it is possible to calculate $t_{\text{delay}}$.

$$t_{\text{delay}} = t_2 - t_1$$

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Polymerisation and characterisation of polypyrrole doped with fos-phenytoin (PPy.FOS)

Optimization (data not presented) of the polymerisation conditions resulted in the ideal conditions for synthesis, being a FOS concentration of 2.5 mM and a current density of 0.5 mA/cm². Higher FOS concentrations resulted in non-uniform film formation whilst current densities above this resulted in excessive oxidation voltages being generated leading to over oxidised polymer.

Cyclic voltammetry using PPy.FOS as the working electrode shows a redox couple associated with the oxidation ($\sim$0.25 V) and reduction ($\sim$0.5 V) of the PPy.FOS polymer (Fig. 3a). The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy analysis of the PPy.FOS (Fig. 3b) shows a significant decrease in electrode impedance compared to the gold-coated Mylar upon which the polymer was grown. This decrease in impedance has been observed before [27] and is attributed to the increased surface area of the deposited polymer onto the gold coated Mylar. Low electrode impedance is central to enabling miniaturization of the proposed system since charge-based stimulation requires voltages that are proportional to the electrical impedance of the polymer.

3.2. Validation of in situ modified-HPLC FOS detection system

A schematic of the experimental set up to allow application of electrical stimulation and in-line, real time, detection of released FOS is shown in Fig. 4. Upon stimulation FOS was released from the polymer and flowed into the UV–visible detector. Using this set-up and injecting calibration standards (see experimental) the limit of detection was determined to be 25 ng and the linear dynamic range was 31 ng–20.3 μg.

An EDAQ e-corder electrochemical system was used to apply electrical stimulation to the PPy.FOS for 60 s with the current generated during stimulation recorded and used to calculate the charge passed (Fig. 5). Stimulation was only applied for 60 s, however from the traces in Fig. 5 the signal associated from the released drug lasts approximately 3–4 min. This is likely due to two factors, (i) the broadening of the drug dose as it travels through the tubing of the modified HPLC system from the QCM EChem cell to the UV–vis detector. This broadening results in the UV–vis data showing an increase in signal to a maximum and then a decrease as the FOS dose passes through the detector; and (ii) the time taken for the PPy.FOS to dissipate the charge accumulated during stimulation whereby release from PPy.FOS continues due to the charge on the polymer. Only very minor UV–vis detection peak broadening was observed during construction of the calibration curve (see experimental) suggesting that broadening observed in Fig. 5 is not associated with modified HPLC system artefacts and is most likely associated with the PPy.FOS properties. From Fig. 5 it is clear that there is a delay between applying stimulation and detecting drug release, this is termed latency and is associated with the PPy.FOS properties and can be separated out (see experimental section) from the time delay inherent in the system shown in Fig. 3, and also discussed in the experimental section. The latency recorded from data in Fig. 5 is 10 ± 2 s.

The UV–vis data in Fig. 5 clearly shows variation in the detection signal as a function of the applied stimulation voltage. The current generated during voltage stimulation was recorded and converted to charge (Q) and is show in the brackets in Fig. 5. The area under the UV–vis signal is indicative of the amount of drug released from the PPy.FOS polymer, with the mass of drug calculated from the calibration curve. From Fig. 5 it is clear that the voltage applied (and charge injected) to the PPy.FOS polymer dramatically altered the amount of released drug. This result was also observed when positive potentials were applied to the polymer.

The mechanism for FOS release is proposed to involve electrostatic interactions as the application of electrical stimulation protocol increases the amount of FOS release compared to non-stimulation. From data presented in Figs. 5, 7 and 8 it is clear that as the amount of charge injected into the PPy.FOS increases so too does the extend of FOS release. However, both the ionic and hydrophobic properties of polypyrrole have been shown to vary upon application of electrical stimulus [28]. From the validation process it is clear that the system very efficiently detects the released FOS with minimal latency and that it is possible to study the effect of varying the stimulation conditions.

3.3. Detecting FOS release using pre-recorded human EEG signals

The EDAQ electrochemical system was replaced with a custom-built electronic hardware system pictured in (Fig. 2) and was connected to the flow QCM EChem cell (Fig. 4). The custom-built system is capable of detecting seizure onset from pre-recorded human intracranial EEG, or electrocorticography (ECoG), data recorded at 1kS/s. The data is streamed onto a commercial Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) from a computer and buffered to simulate real-time ECoG recording and digitization.

The ECoG system utilizes a custom algorithm that is implemented as digital hardware in the FPGA to compute the average line length of the recording, compare it to baseline, and trigger a seizure. Line length is a computationally efficient feature [29] that is
extracted from human ECoG signals, which dramatically increases in magnitude during an epileptic seizure. When the line length of the recording window exceeds N times the baseline, where N is a pre-set threshold value greater than 1, the ECoG system is triggered to apply a programmable electrical stimulation pulse with a programmable duration to the PPy.FOS polymer to initiate FOS release as shown in Fig. 6. To reduce computational complexity, and therefore power, the ECoG system computes the line lengths every 0.1 s with a 1 s sliding window, thereby limiting the detection accuracy to less than 0.1 s. The trigger is coupled to the UV–vis detector for time-correlated readout of the two systems. In addition, a digital timer is employed on the hardware system to record detection timing. In this study, seizure detection thresholds were set manually by analysing the data offline. In future implementations, machine learning can be utilized to learn patient-specific and even electrode-specific thresholds.

The ECoG system utilizes custom stimulators that can be used in either current (0–1 mA) or voltage mode (0–1 V). Diverging from the voltage-stimulated validation of the system, the PPy.FOS polymers are stimulated using a constant current to provide more controlled release and limit the sample-to-sample variation. The use of applied currents is preferred in an in vivo environment as the use of voltages can result in uncontrolled and high currents being generated depending on the impedance of the in vivo environment [24,30], and therefore a high variation in the released quantity of drug. Using currents in this stage of the study permits us to evaluate the system under similar conditions as would be used for the intended application of in vivo drug delivery for the control of epilepsy.

Fig. 6 shows the signal flow of the hardware system with Fig. 7a and c show the resulting UV–vis data associated with FOS release initiated by the ECoG data through the hardware system. ECoG data is streamed via USB to the hardware platform and a digital seizure detector triggers stimulation current pulses with programmable amplitudes and pulse widths. The current pulses modulate the release of drug that is detected by the UV–vis detector. Multiple trials were conducted with a range of stimulation currents applied to the PPy.FOS polymer with 60 s pulse widths to quantify drug release and ascertain the versatility of the ECoG system and PPy.FOS combination. UV–vis data varies monotonically and is dependent on the magnitude of the applied current as well as the polarity of the current (Fig. 7a and c). The increase in UV–vis signal indicates that the amount of FOS release varies depending on the magnitude and polarity of the stimulating current (Fig. 7b and d). The latency (calculated from Fig. 7a and c) for the −80 and −120 μA data was calculated to be approximately 11 ± 2 s whilst for the lowest current tested (−40 μA) the latency increased slightly to 13 ± 3 s. This slight increase in latency is due to slow response of the PPy.FOS to this reduced current magnitude and indicates that higher applied currents are desirable to induce rapid drug release. At negative currents the time taken for the UV–vis trace to return to baseline after the maximum signal response (Fig. 7a) varied between
Fig. 7. UV–vis detection trace (a and c) generated when the ECoG stimulator stimulates the PPy.FOS for 60 s with a range of currents. The UV–vis detection is converted to mass of drug released (b and d) using the established calibration curve. The inset in (a) shows the point of applied stimulation (thick solid arrow) and appears at 2 min and 42 s. The errors represent the standard deviation about the mean (p* < 0.05). The values in the bracket show the total charge injected during stimulation.

∼2 min 30 s (−40 μA), ∼7 min (−80 μA) and ∼9 min (−120 μA). This time extension as the stimulating current increases is likely due to the increased drug release at higher currents resulting in a greater extent of FOS dose broadening in the systems tubing as well as the extended time taken for the PPy.FOS to dissipate the accumulated charge and return to the unstimulated state, thus resulting in drug release continuing after removal of the stimulation.

When the applied current polarity is positive the resulting UV–vis (Fig. 7c) and mass of drug (Fig. 7d) released is significantly higher compared to negative current stimulation (Fig. 7a and b). Under positive current stimulation the latency time was calculated to be approximately 10 ± 3 s, similar to the higher negative applied currents (Fig. 7a), however unlike the negative currents this latency time did not increase when the positive current value decreased to +40 μA. Whilst there appears to be a slight increase in the time it takes for the UV–vis trace to reach baseline at higher positive currents (Fig. 7c) the difference is only approximately 1 min (2 min 30 s for +40 μA compared to 3 min 30 s for +80 and +120 μA), which is much less than the time observed for the negative currents. Given that the extent of drug release under positive currents is significantly higher than for negative currents it would be expected that the time to return to baseline would be much larger if the effect of dose broadening within the systems tubing was a contributing factor (as suggested above). These results at positive current stimulation suggest that the time to reach baseline is governed by the time it takes for the PPy.FOS to dissipate the accumulated charge after the applied stimulation is removed. From these experiments it appears that this charge dissipation occurs faster when a positive current is used for stimulation. This result is significant since it is critical to cease drug release once stimulation is removed in order to avoid depletion of FOS from the PPy.FOS, and also to avoid unnecessarily high levels of the AED in vivo, which could lead to adverse patient side effects.

The data presented in Fig. 7 showed significant amounts of FOS being released when the currents were applied for 60 s. Given that the estimated amount of drug reaching the epileptogenic region of the brain under current systemic drug delivery treatment is 100–500 ng [31], these high level of FOS release are not necessary. Therefore the duration of the applied current was varied in order to study the effect on latency, PPy.FOS charge dissipation time and mass of FOS released, with the duration of stimulation varying between 15 s and 60 s at −120 μA and +120 μA (Fig. 8a and c respectively). Regardless of the stimulation time there was no observable change in the latency time with it remaining at the previously recorded 10 ± 2 s for +120 μA and 11 ± 2 s for −120 μA.

The point it takes for the UV–vis to reach baseline (PPy.FOS charge dissipation and hence cessation of FOS release) increases as the stimulation time increased. The relaxation time when −120 μA is applied for 15 s decreased to approximately 2 min 30 s compared to 7 min 30 s when stimulation was applied for 60 s (Fig. 8a). This increase is related to the amount of charge needed to dissipate once the stimulation is removed and the PPy.FOS returns back to it unstimulated state. The more charge generated during stimulation, either through longer stimulation times (at a constant current – Fig. 8) or higher currents (at a constant stimulation time – Fig. 7) the longer it takes for this charge to dissipate. As long as the PPy.FOS contains excess charge then the drug release phenomenon will continue. This excess charge could instantly be removed if the ECoG electronics system was able to apply a short circuit event to the
PPy.FOS film once stimulation is removed as is used in the cochlea ear implant stimulation protocol [24].

The amount of FOS release increased linearly as the duration of stimulation increased. The lowest amount of FOS release at 15 s stimulation at −120 μA was calculated to be 187 ng. The variations and trends observed in Fig. 8a and b were also observed in Fig. 8c and d for application of +120 μA. The lowest amount of FOS released at 15 s of +120 μA stimulation was approximately 270 ng. The data presented in Fig. 8 clearly indicates that decreasing the time of stimulation does not affect the latency but does decrease the time to return to baseline (i.e., cessation of FOS release) as well as reducing the amount of FOS released. The lowest amount of FOS released (approximately 35 ng) was observed when −40 μA was applied for 60 s (Fig. 7b), however under these stimulation conditions the latency time was the highest out of all of the stimulation conditions investigated. Presuming rapid effect, as seen in in vitro brain slice studies, it is expected that the delivery system developed here using detection/release latency of approximately 10–12 s will provide an efficacious clinical response.

4. Conclusions

An anti-epileptic drug was successfully incorporated into PPy with the release demonstrated to be linear with the duration of stimulation current applied. A low negative current was shown to release small amounts of FOS with long latencies while at higher current the latency is reduced, however larger amount of FOS are released. This highlights the need to combine the appropriate current stimulation magnitude with the stimulation duration in order to obtain the most appropriate dosage in the most suitable timeframe upon stimulation. The features of the seizure detection and drug delivery system developed in this work permit the tailoring of these parameters to meet individual patient needs, enabling personalized epilepsy treatment.

The system developed in this work demonstrates the potential of using ECoG recordings and stimulation hardware for seizure initiated drug release and drug dose control. This system, once miniaturized, and coupled with flexible ECoG recording electrodes will enable a new paradigm in seizure therapy. Conceivably such a strategy could be applied to therapy in other neurological conditions where a triggering signal could be identified, such as Parkinson’s disease. The versatility of the system allows for precise control of stimulation parameters such that the quantity and duration of drug release can be modulated on-demand. These studies lay the platform for further development towards a fully integrated, autonomous, implantable system.
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